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%e rcport transport measurements which we interpret as weak localization of two-dimensional conduction holes in a GaSb-InAs-GaSb quantum-well structure. This system is unique in that it has parallel conduction channels containing both holes and electrons. The longitudinal resistance of the sample was meawas measured in a perpendicular
sured for temperatures between 0.006 and 25 K; the magnetoresistance
magnetic field. Weak localization of the holes was indicated by negative magnetoresistance and by a large
logarithmic correction to thc conductivity.

Since the first experiments by Dolan and Osheroff' and
the scaling theory of Abrahams, Anderson, Licciardello, and
Ramakrishnan2
there has been considerable theoretical and
experimental activity in the field of weak localization in two
dimensions.
The characteristic logarithmic
temperature
dependence of thc I cslstancc has bccfl scen ln a wldc
variety of systems including metal films, '3 metal-oxidefield-effect transistors
(MOSFET's), 4 and
semiconductor
~
GaAS-A1GaAS quantum wells.
Further theoretical efforts
have resulted in a second mechanism
(the interactions
among the electrons) which yields a logarithmic temperature
dependence of the resistance6 7 and the calculation of the
various effects in a magnetic field. 8 9 The localization contribution to the conductivity and its field dependence have
been thoroughly studied in Si-MOSFET's, and recently the
interaction tcrITl and its magnctorcsistancc have bccn measured. '0 Both the localization and ihe interaction theories
were shown to be quantitatively
accurate in the relevant
magnetic field regimes.
In two dimensions, the weak localization regime is characterized by a logarithmic increase of the resistance as the
This increase arises through the
temperature decreases.
coherent backscattering of carriers which are being scattered
The smallest length which
by some random potential.
enters the calculation is the mean-free-path length I which is
just the average distance between scattering events of any
kind. The largest length is the inelastic diffusion length
L, = (Dv, )'~2 where D is the diffusion constant for the caris the inelastic-scattering
riers and v,
rate. If the
inelastic-scattering rate is proportional to the temperature to
some power P, then the localization correction to the conductivity will be proportional to the logarithm of the temperature:2
e2
~~= C 2m'2h
ln(T)

.

C has two factors in it: o, , the scattering
parameter and P, the temperature exponent of the inelastic-scattering rate. The predicted value of o, is bctween
and +1 depending on the relative importance of spin-flip
The theoretical
and spin-covering scattering mechanisms.
prediction for P depends upon the model. For electronit is approximately one at the lowest
electron scattering,
temperatures.
The interactions among the diffusing carriers also yields a
conductivity term identical to Eq. (i) except that C is deter'
lf the Coulomb foI'cc
IT1111cd by thc interaction stI'cngths
The constant

——

"'

the interactions, then we can invoke the recent
theory of Alshuler and Aronov.
If the inverse screening length K is small compared with the Fermi
wave number kF, then the Coulomb interaction parameter
F
l, and C = l —3F/4. When the above condition is
not true, C is a complicated function of a parameter F' [we
write F' rather than F (as Alshuler and Aronov do) to
avoid confusion] which is equivalent to F only in the limit
is not calculable. For
of K && kF. In the opposite limit,
the interaction correction is
arbitrary values of
dominates

"Fermi-liquid"

«

I"

I",

1

C

4

32+F'l 1+E

The localization term and interaction terms can be approximately the same size, and therefore they cannot be distinguished through temperature dependence alone.
The presence of magnetic field perpendicular to the plane
of the sample clarifies the situation. The localization contribution is quenched by the fields producing negative magnetoresistancc. As the size of the cyclotron orbit LH becomes
smaller than the inelastic diffusion length, it becomes the
new limiting length in the localization theory. As the magnetic field increases and the cyclotron orbit shrinks, the localization contribution is reduced until the cyclotron orbit
becomes smaller than the elastic-scattering length I. For the
case of L„,L& && I, the magnetoresistance from the localization calculation isa

a~ = ~(H) —~(0) =

Ae
2m~@

y

1
—
+

2

1

ze

+ in(zH)

where z=4eDr, /t, H is the magnitude of the magnetic
The interaction
field, and P is the digamma function.
effects are generally enhanced by the field and produce a
positive magnetoresistance.
The sample was a quantum well composed of two layers
of GaSb sandwiching a layer of InAs. t3 Figure 1(a) is a
schematic of the bands calculated for carriers with zero
to the plane of the layers.
wave vector perpendicular
The conduction band of the InAs extends about 0.15 CV
below the valence band edge of the GaSb; this causes electrons to flow from the GaSb valence bands into the InAs
conduction band. Hence the electrons are contained in a
two-dimensional
well of InAs. The flow of electrons distorts thc bands of all layers, and the holes left by the donated electrons reside near the interfaces on either side of the
InAs layer in the resulting triangular wells. For sufficiently
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nikov-de Haas oscillations) was n, = 8. 5x IOts/m2 and the
electron mobility was p, = 5.9 m2/(V sec).
In Fig. I(b) we show the resistance of the sample as a
function of temperature in zero magnetic field. At temperatUres grcatcr thBA 8 fc% kelvins, thc rcsIstBAcc IACI'cases
with temperature:
R(300 K)/R(4 K)=1.8. From a few
40 mK, %e see the logarithmic temperahundred mK to
tUrc dependence from thc %cak locallzatlon and IAtcI"Bc"
tions, and below' 30 mK, the resistance is constant. We do
Aot kno% the origin of thc SBtUI'atIGA Bt lo% tcIYlpcratUrc.
For cxcItatIGAS less than 10-15 p, V/cm the saturatIGA of the

heavy holes

—

electrons

resistance %1tll. dccr'casIng tcmpcI'BtUIc %8s independent of
excitation. Similar effects have been seen in several experiWe BIc Aot ccrtBIA of
IYlcAts Bt vcI'y 10% tcmpcratues. ' '
thc explanation for this. It might bc decoupling of thc carriers from thc phoAGA thermal bath Bs has bccA proposed
else%here. '0 It may instead by noise heating, but similar experin1ents IA GUF BppBIBtus Using thc same mcasurcYYlent
circuit have sho%A temperature dependence ln the rcsisltance do%n to 0.005 K. '6 One possibility is that it is the
result of spIn-orbIt scatterIng. As each layer In our sample
is stlIctly t%G dimensional, thc spin-orbit interaction CRUscs
no spin-flip processes (i.e., 7, „=0), but it does contribute
to thc conductIvIty correction, If %c assume AG paraITlagActIC lmpurltlcs Rrc pIcscnt, t, h. cn %c 118ve

+ E=4. 7pV/cm

E=9.6p, V/cm
o E="l4pV/cm

&

CI

E=33pV/crn

&&

E=67pV/cm

,

R, = ]23@/g

v ls thc mean fIcc tIrnc, BAd Tso, is the spin-orbit
If 7'so, ls Rn BpprccIBt)lc flactlon Gf w
scattcriAg time.
then at sufficiently lo% temperatures, the logarithm will be
dominated by thc second term and the resistance %ill saturate. Saturation belo% 40 mK mould imply 7,
0.02~
for our sample. Since both indium and antimony are relatively large atoms, %c cxpcct that the spin-orbit Intractlon
%ill contribute to the corrections to thc Drudc conductivity.
Thc saturation of thc resistance A18y bc the slgABtUFc Gf this

%herc
FIG. 1. (a) Schematic view of the band edges on a cross section
of tlM sample. Energy Is plotted as 8 functIOA of dIstaAcc pcrpcndicUlar to thc coAductIoA plane. The Fermi level Is IAdlc8tcd bg tlm
d8shcd 11Ac, 8Ad thc clcctIOA and ho1c-cncIgg levels arc Indlcatcd bg
solid lines. (b) Sheet resistance of the sample at several bridge excitations showing the saturation of the resistance at low temperatures regardless of cxcItatlon voltage 8nd tlM clcctron hcatIAg cf-

fCCts.

.

,', —

effect.
FIgUrc 2 sho%s 8 typical CUrvc

narrow InAs layers ( Q 300 A) tlmfe Is only one filled band
(The heavy-hole band is the only one occuin each layer.
pied in the GaSb layer. ) In the absence of an electron-hole
IntcractIGA, thc strUctUI'c CBA bc tI'cated as thFcc Independent t%O-dimensional Fermi gases. The electroAs Bre very
light: m, =0.023mo, and the holes have BA effective mass
mI, =0.36m0„%here mo is the free-electron mass, The samcpitaxy on a semiple %as gro%n by molecular-beam
insulating Cr:GaAs substrate. First, a deep layer ( 4000
A) of GaSb was grown to buffer the lattice mismatch, and
then a 1504 layer of InAs and 200 A of GaSb completed
thc %cll structure. Thc sample %8s etched IAto 8 HRll bar
2 mm loAg and O. l mm %idc %ith current %ircs Gn thc cAds
and three» equally SPBCCd VOltagC PI'ObCS Gn CI ther SIde.
to Bll layel's of the
GhITlIC contract %8s ITladc simultaneously
sample.
The sample %as mounted inside the mixing chamber of a
dilution Fcfrlgcrator. Thc resistance %8s measured by BA Rc,
four-probe bridge operated Rt 200 Hz. To prevent heating
of the electrons, it %as necessary to keep the electric field
usually near 10 p, V/cm
across the sample to a mIAImum
The rcslstancc %8s IT1casurcd Rs 8 fUActlon of temperature at
zcI'0 magnetic flc1d and Bs 8 function of perpendicular magThc carrier conccntI'8netic fIcld Rt sevcra1 temperatures.
from Hall resistance and from Shubtion (determined

of thc conductivity vcIsUs

—

—

FIG. 2. Results of one experiment which measured the resistance
as a function of temperature for E=14 p, V/cm and iA the absence
of 8 magnetic flcM. Thc slope C =4.8 ls thc magmtudc of thc log8rithmic correction to the conductivity Eq. (1).
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temperatuure in natural units. The slope of 4. 8 includes the
interaction terms and the localization terms for all three
layers. The total conductivity is the sum of the conductivities from all the layers of the sample in analogy with parallel
resistors. Therefore we expect that the total conductivity
will be

fields. It resembles the spin-orbit effects seen in metal
films. 38'~ However, if the layers in our sample are independent, then v, '„=0, and theory predicts no magnetoresistance from the spin-orbit interactions.
Over the range of a few kilogauss, we observed negative
magnetoresistance which we believe is the signature of weak
localization in the hole layers. At the lowest temperatures,
9-10 kG
the negative magnetoresistance persisted out to
which leads us to an estimate for the hole mean free path
I
0.01 p. m. This agrees with an estimate from the ratio of
mobilities which gives I = 0.015
bulk, room-temperature
data at various temp, m. We fitted the magnetoresistance
peratures using Eq. (2). Since we cannot measure the resistance of each layer of the sample separately, we cannot
determine the scattering parameter a for the holes. This is
because we cannot determine the bare conductivity of the
hole layers as they are being "shorted out" by the electron
layer. Ho~ever, under the assumption of a temperatureelastic-scattering rate for the holes, we can
independent
determine the temperature dependence of inelastic scattterfit of Eq, (2) to the magnetoresising. A representative
tance data is shown in Fig. 3(a) and the temperature dependence of the parameter z is shown in Fig. 3(b). The fitting
process consisted of picking one of the rnagnetoresistance
curves and fitting both z (~ r, ) and n, and then for the rest
of the curves, only the parameter z was fitted. We found
that the inelastic-scattering rate is proportional to the temperature, that is, P = 1 for the holes. The above estimates
for I and the experimental value of z lead us to an inelasticscattering time of 3x 10 '2 sec at 350 mK. For comparison
we also used the estimate for I and the theory of Abrahams
to calculate the scattering time and obtained
et al.
5X10 ' sec. We emphasize here that this only is a rough
estimate; the major point is the determination of P.
In principle, two other mechanisms might account for the
Houghton, Senna, and Ying, '8
negative magnetoresistance.
predict that interactions cari cause a negative magnetoresistance b, R~ 1 —(co, 7)', and they predict that there is a logarithmic temperature correction in the Hall constant. Howis not parabolic in
ever, our negative magnetoresistance
magnetic field, and we see no variation of the Hall constant
Therefore we discard this source for the
with temperature.
The second candidate is the
negative magnetoresistance.
Kondo effect. The Cr+ from the substrate is quite mobile
in GaAs, ' and it can contribute to a Kondo effect. This
would give rise to a negative magnetoresistance which is isotropic in magnetic field and to yet another logarithmic
correction to the conductivity. 2o Measurements of the resistance in a parallel magnetic field indicate that the negative
is not isotropic. A sample of the submagnetoresistance
strate and buffer layer was analyzed with secondary ion
emission spectroscopy. The level of Cr+ in the GaAs layer
was quite high (from the doping), but the amount of Cr+
was at or belo~ the background level of the spectrometer
(0.005 ppm) in the GaSb layer. The drop-off in Cr+ concentration was quite abrupt ( & 100 A). Calculations show
that this low level of Cr+ cannot account for our temperaTherefore
ture dependence of negative magnetoresistance.
we can neglect the Kondo effect as well.
We can estimate the correction that should be present
from the localization and interaction theories. As there was
no negative magnetoresistance at low fields, we assume that
there is no localization in the electron layer. Here we also
assume that o, =1 in the hole layers. Further, we set

,

—

where the subscript 0 refers to Drude conductivity, and q
refers to quantum contributions to the conductivity (both
localization and interactions), and the superscripts e and /t
refer to electron and hole contributions.
Since the elastic-scattering length for the electrons is so
from
large (/=0. 91 p, m), the negative magnetoresistance
the localization of the electrons can be present only at fields
of 4
or less. (That is, when the Landau orbit is larger
in this
than /. ) We found no negative magnetoresistance
region. We did see a small positive rnagnetoresistance over
or so [see the insert in Fig. 3(a)]. We cana range of 15
not explain the positive magnetoresistance
at these low

6

6

—

"

H

(tesla)

7
CQ

g)

FK1. 3. (a) Negative magnetoresistance which results from the
localization of the holes. The solid line represents the experimental
data, and the dashed line is the fit from Eq. (2). The tail at
H
8 T sho~s that interactions have begun to dominate the conThe insert shows the small positive magnetoresistance
ductivity.
near H=o. (b) The parameter z (which is proportional to the
inelastic-scattering
time 7, ) as a function of inverse temperature.
This demonstrates that for the holes, P= l.

«0.
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= F. This approximation is marginally valid for the electrons, but it may be in error for the hole layers. However,
We calculate F in
there is no theoretical estimate for
the Thomas-Fermi approximation; we obtain F=0.22 for
the electrons and F=0.81 for the holes. Summing all
corrections, we estimate the total logarithmic slope for thc
sample C = 0+0.8+ 2(l+ 0.5) = 3.8. The vaiue of the
slope which we obtain from all of the experiments on this
sample is 4.8+0.2 which is somewhat larger than the above
estimate. We do not know how much of this difference will
be absorbed by the unknown parameter F". Some of the
difference might be due to the electron-hole interaction in
this system which has been ignored by thc theory to date.
If, ho~ever, we assume that there exists localization in thc
electron layer (and that for some reason it did not appear as
negative magnetoresistancc)„ then C=4. 8. Here we have
assumed that P=1 for the electrons as well, and that again
0, takes its maximum
value; that is, we are stretching the
theory to obtain the largest slope that we can from it. Consldcflllg thc approxlmatlons
(llotil ln tlm clcctrorl localization and in the interaction terms) that were necessary to ob-

I

I".
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were performed on a heterostructure
well of
quantum
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